2020 Primary Turnout* as of 6/19
The top 6 states, and 13 of the top 15 are mailed-out ballot centric

~100% Vote at Home
Ballots mailed automatically to all

>60% Vote by mailed-out ballot
But voters had to apply for their ballot

Predominately polling place

*Percentage of state-reported active registered voters. SC & VA not included since they do not capture party affiliation and were only running a D primary. So there is no way to determine the denominator.

Sources: State and/or party web sites and media reports. Note that CO and MT denominators are adjusted from state data to just include "active" registered voters, as is used in other states reporting. While we prefer Voting Eligible Population (VEP) as a denominator to even out registration rates state to state, those numbers are not available given the variations in how state primaries are conducted.